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dOSSiER

From structure to rhizome: 
transdisciplinarity in French 
thought (1)
The concept of transdisciplinarity is not part of the 
explicit discourse or self-consciousness of ‘French 
thought’. Rather, it is used here, imported from the 
outside as a kind of operator or problematizing device, 
to begin a process of rethinking one of that body of 
thought’s most distinctive but infrequently remarked-
upon characteristics – its tendency to move fluidly 
across disciplinary fields and modes of knowledge 
– and thereby also to rethink some of its main ideas. 

Unexamined transdisciplinary dynamics motivate 
and energize many of the ‘great books’ of postwar 
European theory. In France one can point emblem-
atically to Beauvoir’s The Second Sex (1949), the first 
volume of Sartre’s Critique of Dialectical Reason: 
Practical Ensembles (1960), Lévi-Strauss’s The Savage 
Mind (1962), Foucault’s Words and Things, Derrida’s 
Writing and Difference and Lacan’s Écrits (each 1966) 
and Deleuze and Guattari’s two-volume Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia (1972, 1980). All are books that cross 
disciplines with a confidence and facility that belie the 
complexity of the exchanges between the disciplinary 
knowledges upon which they are built  – in often widely 
differing and unstated ways. And all have productive 
but problematic relationships to the varieties of system-
atic orientation (including anti-systems) that character-
ize the post-Kantian European philosophical tradition, 
raising the question of the proto-philosophical charac-
ter of transdisciplinarity itself.

One way to approach this situation would be to 
focus on the singularities of such canonical texts as 
literary works. Another, adopted here, is to approach 
them via the most general concepts that they con-
struct, and to inquire into the genealogy and trans-
disciplinary functioning of these concepts: ‘structure’, 
of course, and its place within work that was later 
called ‘post-structuralist’; but also existentialism 
(whose death was prematurely announced), within 
which the rethinking of the concept ‘sex’ associated 
with Western feminism has its philosophical begin-
nings; along with ideas associated with tendencies that 

do not fit so neatly into such boxes – like ‘network’; 
and those that are simply too general to be usefully 
pegged to particular texts or even bodies of theoretical 
writing, such as ‘science’. 

The ‘entries’ presented below stake out some ground 
for rethinking these concepts from a transdisciplinary 
standpoint. By way of introduction to such a project 
(of which this is just one part of a small national 
sample – a second part of the sample will follow later 
in 2011), it may be useful to set out something of the 
thinking about transdisciplinarity that stands behind 
it. In particular, it is necessary to make clear what is 
not intended by the term ‘transdisciplinarity’ in this 
context, although the unintended usage must nonethe-
less be engaged if the current institutional conditions 
of knowledge-production are to be acknowledged. 

Trans-, inter-, multi-, hegemonic and anti-

In the context of the ‘post-philosophical’ theoretical 
heritage of twentieth-century European philosophy, 
the concept of transdisciplinarity has two main points 
of reference. The first is the German critical tradition 
(post-Hegelian and materialist in inspiration), within 
which it appears as one way of thinking the conceptual 
space opened up by the critique of the self-sufficiency 
of a disciplinary concept of philosophy: a universal-
izing conceptual movement that recognizes (following 
Marx) that the idea of philosophy can only be realized 
outside of philosophy itself. Transdisciplinarity is thus, 
here, the product of a certain philosophical reflection 
on the limits of philosophy; a result of the self-criticism 
of philosophy, in a manner that opens philosophical 
discourse up to the claims of other discourses – a ‘phil-
osophizing beyond philosophy’ as Adorno described 
it, with reference to Walter Benjamin’s writings. Here, 
among the disciplines that are crossed, transdiscipli-
narity thus appears to have a privileged relationship 
to the philosophical tradition, even if it is primarily 
one of negation (determinate in each instance, but not 
necessarily generalizably so).
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Something similar may be discerned in the general-
izing and often transcendental dynamics of a certain 
‘French thought’ from 1945 through to the 1980s. 
This thought inhabits something of the same trans-
disciplinary conceptual space as the German critical 
tradition, but in a variety of radically anti-Hegelian 
modes. It too exhibits a complicated set of constitu-
tive relations to philosophy – sometimes by its denial 
(which is not necessarily the same as its negation), 
but more often through philosophy’s transformation: 
‘regenerating itself out of its other’, as Balibar puts 
it, below, in relation to structuralism. Different ways 
of being anti-Hegelian in France, one might say, tend 
to articulate alternative modes of transdisciplinarity. 

Currently, however, the term ‘transdisciplinarity’ 
is most frequently to be found as part of anglophone 
methodological debates in the physical and social 
sciences, and in Science and Technology Studies and 
Education Studies, in particular. It is there, quite 
reasonably I think, opposed to established concepts 
of interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity – those 
two multiple-choice boxes familiar to anyone who 
has filled in an AHRC grant application in the 
UK. (‘Interdisciplinarity’ is understood to refer to 
a multiplicity of disciplinary methods employed by 
a researcher; multidisciplinarity to a multiplicity of 
researchers with different disciplinary affiliations.) 
These are now bureaucratic categories. The notion 
of transdisciplinarity is certainly, in various ways, an 
advance it relation to these two established ways of 
thinking disciplinary relationships. However, it has 
been subjected to a bureaucratic straitjacket of its own. 

The notion of transdisciplinarity is an advance, 
formally, in denoting a movement across existing fields 
(as opposed to simply a thinking between them or a 
multiplication of them); and it is an advance in terms of 
theoretical content, in so far as it locates the source of 
transdisciplinary dynamics pragmatically in a process 
of problem-solving related, ultimately, to problems of 
experience in everyday life. It has been placed in a 
straitjacket, however, to the extent to which this process 
of problem-solving is generally reduced to a relation-
ship between a policy-based reformulation of the prob-
lems at issue, which are construed in such a way as to 
be amenable to technological or other instrumental 
solutions. (Think of the way, in the case of Education 
Studies, for example, that the concept of ‘lifelong’ 
learning rapidly morphed into ‘work-based’ learn-
ing.) This conception has been summed up by Helga 

Nowotny and others as ‘Mode-2 knowledge production’. 
The social organization of knowledges appears here in 
large part as an administrative issue – as, indeed, does 
the current reorganization of academic knowledges in 
British universities along corporate–managerial lines. 
In this context, ‘transdisciplinarity’ can become one of 
the things that is ‘happening to us’ in the universities, 
and not in a nice way.

In the context of the German and French critical 
traditions, and their anglophone reception, on the 
other hand, it is not inter- and multi-disciplinarity to 
which transdisciplinarity is most fruitfully opposed, or 
the bureaucratic reorganization of knowledges which 
drives it, so much as the conceptual pair of hegemonic 
disciplinarity (think of ‘English’) and a resistant anti-
disciplinarity (think of ‘text’), which is motivated by 
a certain politicization of knowledges. In this context, 
transdisciplinarity is not the conceptual product of 
addressing problems defined as policy challenges, 
which are amenable to technological solutions, but 
rather of addressing problems that are culturally and 
politically defined in such a way as to be amenable 
to theoretical reformulation, as a condition of more 
radical forms of political address. The axes policy/
technology are replaced by the axes theory/politics.

The emergent sociological discourse of transdis-
ciplinarity is positive and organizational; the one 
gestured towards here is, though not wholly negative, 
at least problematizing and political. 

The organizational conceit of the conference from 
which the ‘entries’ that follow derived is that we might 
obtain some insight into the relationship between prob-
lematization and transdisciplinarity through reflection 
upon the generalizing dynamics of particular concepts 
in French thought since 1945: from ‘structure’ to 
‘rhizome’…* This narrative is not intended teleologi-
cally but rather, like the notion of transdisciplinarity 
itself, as a critical device: a positing of oppositional 
points, conceptually and historically defined, the 
relationship between which – and hence the meaning 
of each – is still very much disputed. Politically, these 
poles represent two very different decades: those of 
the late 1950s and early 1960s (‘structure’), and the 
late 1970s and early 1980s (‘rhizome’), respectively: 
the beginning and the end, one might say, of a certain 
period of intellectual and political radicalism, which 
was definitively closed by the apparent opening of 
‘1989’. Today, new openings present themselves.

Peter Osborne

* The conference, ‘From Structure to Rhizome: Transdisciplinarity in French Thought, 1945 to the Present – Histories, Concepts, Con-
structions’, was held at the French Institute in London, 16–17 April 2010. It was organized by the Centre for Research in Modern European 
Philosophy (CRMEP) – in what were to become its final months at Middlesex University, before its move to Kingston – in collaboration 
with the Cultural Services of the French Embassy. 
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Networks
andrew barry

In an article first published in July 1968 in New Left 
Review, Perry Anderson gave an analysis of a critical 
weakness of British intellectual culture. His diagnosis 
is remarkable and surprising. One of the key problems, 
Anderson argued, was that Britain has failed to make 
any contribution to the classical sociological tradi-
tion; moreover, this failure was indicative of a wider 
failure to be European and to be modern. Sociology, 
he suggested, was one of the great achievements of the 
‘European bourgeoisie at the end of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries’. By contrast, British intellectual 
culture was marked by a lack: ‘why did Britain never 
produce either a Weber, a Durkheim, a Pareto or a 
Lenin, a Lukács, a Gramsci?’1 

Today, while one could point out many weaknesses 
in British intellectual culture, few would argue that 
the lack of an indigenous sociological tradition is one 
of them. But whatever its strengths and weaknesses, 
something like Anderson’s analysis was certainly 
influential. From the 1970s onwards, social theory 
developed rapidly in British universities. Anthony 
Giddens, who had published a textbook on Marx, 
Weber and Durkheim,2 can be taken as indicative of 
this trend and was, for a time, a leading light. What 
was taken to be traditional British empiricism was 
rejected, and British social scientists read and reread 
the European sociological canon they should have 
been reading all along, rather than through the media-
tion of its American interpreters. Social theory rapidly 
became something of a meta-discipline, effecting a 
radical transformation of not only sociology but also 
English, in the form of the emerging interdisciplinary 
field of cultural studies. The political influence of 
social theory arguably reached its height in 1997 
when Giddens himself proposed the Third Way as 
the project of New Labour. New Labour, in Giddens’s 
work, became a neo-Durkheimian project of moral 
renewal.3

But what was the new British social theory? How 
did it come to relate to ‘French social thought’? And 
why would the idea of the network come to be signifi-
cant for its further transformation? 

I begin with four observations. First, what came to 
be called social theory in Britain was largely devoid 

of any specific empirical content. The superstructure 
of social theory was not built on a base of empirical 
research, although it could make use of empirical 
examples, but only in so far as they illustrated more 
general theoretical claims. In this context, Marx’s 
interest in the reports of Her Majesty’s inspectors in 
Capital could be taken as of incidental importance to 
his thought. Weber’s concepts, such as rationalization 
and status, could be easily stripped of any relation to 
historical investigations of religion and economy, or 
the comparative analysis of culture. And the use of 
statistics by Émile Durkheim in Suicide was of much 
less importance than his methodological prescriptions, 
even if his use of statistics in practice did not neces-
sarily follow the prescriptions laid down in Rules of 
Sociological Method.

The purification of theoretical analysis from empiri-
cal content was enormously powerful. It enabled social 
theorists to develop wide-ranging accounts of moder-
nity and postmodernity. It established a clear hierarchy 
between the value of theoretical and empirical labour. 
It made it possible to blur the boundaries between the 
social sciences and philosophy in a particular way. 
Foucault, for example, who had insisted on the impor-
tance of an attention to detail in Discipline and Punish, 
could be read as a social theorist of subjectification and 
power, whose treatment of historical materials was of 
no particular interest. His account of discipline could 
be taken to sum up a whole society and then criticized 
by those who thought that he had failed to give any 
account of, for example, consumption or the media. 
He, along with Bourdieu and Baudrillard, was added 
to the canon of European social theory. French social 
thought, which was believed to be intrinsically more 
theoretical than the indigenous product, as Anderson 
had argued, was vital to the reinvention of British 
sociology as a theoretically driven enterprise.

A second observation that can be made about 
Anderson’s essay is that, in his view, the natural 
sciences and the arts were not a critical part of the 
problem of British intellectual culture. They did not 
have any special political significance. After all, the 
natural sciences were objective, and the arts were too 
subjective to provide any rigorous analysis of global 
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society. The social and the natural sciences were 
clearly distinct. In effect, Anderson understood ‘the 
social’ as divorced from the domain of the material, 
the organic or biophysical, the non-human, the vital or 
the aesthetic. The development of an indigenous social 
theoretical tradition, in Anderson’s account, would 
disrupt the boundaries between the various social 
sciences and humanities, but would leave the integrity 
of the borders between the natural and social sciences 
pretty much untouched.

Third, Anderson had surprisingly little to say about 
geography and anthropology in Britain, two indigenous 
forms of explicitly social thought. Perhaps part of 
the reason for Anderson’s lack of interest in these 
disciplines was that, in so far as they focused on 
specific regions or peoples or cultures, they failed to 
address the kinds of general problems of the ‘global 
reconstruction of social formations’ that he thought to 
be clearly lacking in Britain. They were too focused on 
the study of particular territories or cultures to be of 
more general significance. Anderson cited the absence 
of a chair of sociology in both Oxford and Cambridge 
at the time as a sign of the weakness of British intel-
lectual life, although both universities had already 
established posts in geography and anthropology in the 
late nineteenth century. Britain still had an imperial 
intellectual culture, which was clearly not suited to 
the development of the kind of wide-ranging account 
of society that had developed in France and Germany: 
‘suppressed in every obvious sector at home, thought of 
the totality was painlessly exported abroad, producing 
the paradox of a major anthropology where there was 
no such sociology. In the general vacuum thus created, 
literary criticism usurps ethics and insinuates a phil-
osophy of history’.4 

Fourth, Anderson had little to say about the rich 
history of applied social research in Britain which 
could not be regarded as merely administrative. If 
Giddens later made social theory part of the intellec-
tual apparatus of New Labour, there was a prejudice 
against anything that seemed too practical or govern-
mental, or too rooted in a particular local or national 
context.5 Thomas Osborne and Nikolas Rose’s efforts 
to write to the history of social research in Britain pro-
vides a necessary corrective to Anderson’s prejudice, 
for ‘social thought owes as much to the machinations 
of people like doctors and bureaucrats as it does to the 
erudite reflections of quasi-philosophers’.6

It is in this context, all too briefly sketched, that we 
can understand some of the significance of the idea of 
the network in French thought, and its translation in 
Britain, to which I now turn. 

The actor-network
A specific paper can be taken as a starting point. 
In 1981 two French sociologists, Michel Callon and 
Bruno Latour, published an essay that laid the basis 
of what later came to be called actor-network theory 
– an approach which has now become extraordinarily 
influential across the social sciences in Britain. Why 
has this been the case? The paper’s title, with its direct 
attack against sociologists and a certain style of social 
theory, is suggestive: ‘Unscrewing the Big Leviathan: 
How Actors Macro-structure Reality and How Sociolo-
gists Help Them to Do So’.7 For Callon and Latour, 
the problem for social theory, in its ambitions to be 
something of a transdisciplinary metadiscipline, was 
that it helped to create macro-structures. It did not so 
much analyse how the social was assembled in practice 
as contribute rather too rapidly, enthusiastically and 
uncritically to its constitution. 

The origins of actor-network theory in French 
thought were transdisciplinary. Latour and Callon’s 
1981 paper cited the semiotics of Greimas, from which 
they took the concept of the actant.8 Another source 
of inspiration was the philosophy of Michel Serres, 
whose work had been deeply influenced by information 
theory and thermodynamics, from which actor-network 
theory borrowed the concept of translation.9 And they 
were also influenced by the Anglo-American tradition 
of micro-sociology and, although they were not aware 
of it at the time, its unacknowledged debts, via the 
Chicago school, to the late-nineteenth-century sociol-
ogy of Gabriel Tarde.10 But what was implied by the 
concept of the network in actor-network theory? There 
are three main ideas, none of which is adequately 
conveyed by the idea of the network in English.

First, networks are about relations. But the relations 
do not exist between distinct entities, such as individu-
als, institutions, classes and so on. Nor are networks 
something like structures within which individuals are 
located. Rather, networks are mobile sets of relations 
within which actors are progressively formed and 
transformed. Take a typical actor (actant), such as 
a drug molecule. A given drug molecule is not one 
thing. It changes its properties depending on whether 
it is found in a pure form in a lab, exists in a solution, 
is part of a tablet, mixed with water, or interacts with 
the body of the patient or the recreational user. You 
can’t say that the molecule has given properties. A drug 
molecule is not a thing which then has relations with 
other things – its properties are in process. Indeed, 
drug companies don’t make pure isolated substances. 
They make networked things, with multiple properties 
and forms.11
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I use the example of the drug molecule deliberately. 
The notion of the actor-network brought with it a 
particular relation to science, which takes the form 
of neither critique nor celebration. While Anderson 
reckoned that any study of the natural sciences was 
irrelevant to the analysis of political culture, actor-
network theorists have argued that the study of the 
natural sciences is of central importance for all those 
concerned with contemporary politics. And the ques-
tion of the distinction and relation between the natural 
and social sciences is necessarily a political matter.12

Second, the concept of the network is about scale. 
Networks can, of course, exist at any scale. One can 
have a network between molecules, between persons 
or between states. Indeed, sociology, following Comte 
and Durkheim, had tended to imagine that social forms 
exist at a series of different levels or scales. At the 
bottom was the individual, then there were institutions, 
then there were national societies and economies, then 
there was global society. Each higher scale could be 
understood as the context or frame for the one below. 
The micro was simply part of the macro, and the global 
was the most fundamental scale of all. All too quickly, 
social theorists lost any concern with the specificity 
of things, whether regions, industries or materials. 
But as Callon and Latour saw it, the idea that there 

was a hierarchy of scales was a mistake in the first 
place: ‘too often sociologists – just like politicians 
or the man in the street – change their framework 
of analysis depending on whether they are tackling a 
macro-actor or a micro-actor.’13 Seen in terms of an 
analysis of networks, this scalar order was disrupted. 
On the one hand, one could trace the constitution of 
so-called macro-actors.14 On the other hand, what 
might appear to be small objects – a drug molecule for 
example – could be understood as points of interfer-
ence between multiple relations: economic calcula-
tions, desire, biophysical processes, moral norms and 
research programmes. In short, the micro was not 
just irreducible to the macro, it could also include an 
equally complex constellation of elements.

In subsequent years, what was called actor-network 
theory continued to develop. One could break down 
Latour’s work, for example, into a number of stages, 
influenced both by movements in French thought 
and by Anglo-American history and sociology of 
science. First, there was an engagement with semiot-
ics, manifested both in the 1981 paper and in his 
1987 textbook Science in Action, which became the 
principal introduction to actor-network theory in the 
English-speaking world. Second, the 1993 text We 
Have Never Been Modern was strongly influenced 
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by Shapin and Schaffer’s 1985 account of the debate 
between Hobbes and Boyle over the question of the 
relation between politics and natural philosophy in the 
seventeenth century and the constitution of the space of 
debate about matters of fact about the natural world.15 
Third, in the 1990s, Latour’s work took an ontological 
turn, influenced by the philosophy of Isabelle Stengers 
and A.N. Whitehead. At this time, the concept of the 
actor-network almost disappears from view altogether, 
as the term ‘network’ had become, by then, too closely 
associated with notions of instantaneous electronic 
communication and the virtual society. Fourth, there 
was the discovery of the sociology of Gabriel Tarde, 
as a historical antecedent to actor-network theory. 
In English, the link between actor-network theory 
and Tarde’s sociology is most clearly articulated in 
Assembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-
Network Theory (2005). Latour resurrects the idea 
of the network, but understands it not so much as an 
analytical concept as a sign of a kind of methodo-
logical and ethical commitment. The network theorist 
is attentive to the empirical complexity of relations 
between actors, manifested in the ‘quality of the text’:

the network does not designate a thing out there 
which would have roughly the same shape of 
interconnected points, much like the telephone, a 
freeway, a sewerage ‘network’. It is nothing more 
than an indicator of the quality of a text about the 
topics at hand.16 

Although Assembling the Social is explicitly a 
work of social theory, actor-network theory was not, 
at least initially, understood as a contribution to social 
theory at all in Britain. Rather it was read, much more 
narrowly, as a contribution to the emerging field of 
science studies, which, in 1981, included the sociology 
of scientific knowledge, associated with the Edinburgh 
school of Barry Barnes17 and David Bloor, and the 
Marxist analyses of the Radical Science Journal. In 
effect, actor-network theory established itself in oppo-
sition to both these approaches, although its principal 
terms, ‘actor’ and ‘network’, were often misunderstood 
in translation. The actor was all too often equated with 
the individual agent, and the network with the idea 
of the social network. Yet it is perhaps not surprising 
that, at least initially, it was difficult to view actor-
network theory as a form of social theory. After all, 
it did all the kinds of things that social theory wasn’t 
supposed to do, at least in the account developed, in 
different ways, by Anderson, Giddens and others. For 
a start, it both problematized the boundary between 
the social sciences and the natural sciences and raised 

the question of the significance of the natural sciences 
in political life. 

As David Edgerton has argued, the natural sciences 
have been quite central to British intellectual culture, 
particularly through their links to war and empire. 
In The Warfare State, Edgerton is scathing in his 
criticism of Anderson’s thesis, arguing it is complicit 
with scientists’ own self-serving account of Britain as 
an anti-scientific culture, uncritically accepting C.P. 
Snow’s account of British scientific decline.18 Edgerton 
himself does not discuss the significance of a strand 
of thought in Britain that might include Whitehead 
and Gregory Bateson, for example, which sought to 
interrogate and reconfigure the relations between the 
natural and social sciences. In the British context, 
actor-network theory can be seen as a contribution to 
the extension and renewal of this heterodox tradition. 

But another reason why it was difficult to read actor-
network theory as social theory, at least initially, was 
because of its apparent reliance on detailed empiri-
cal case studies. The importance of case studies to 
actor-network theory was common enough in science 
studies, for good reason. For sociologists of scientific 
knowledge wanted to distance themselves from the 
overgeneralized accounts of scientific method that 
had been typical of the philosophy of science in the 
second half of the twentieth century, a field that had 
become increasingly decoupled from any engagement 
with or awareness of contemporary scientific practice. 
For actor-network theorists and others, science had to 
be understood as a set of localized practices, and the 
generalities that scientific practice produced were the 
product of local circumstances. 

In the UK, a clearer engagement with actor-network 
theory developed in social anthropology. In Marilyn 
Strathern’s work, in particular, the notion of the 
network was brought into critical dialogue with the 
anthropologist’s interests in kinship relations. Drawing 
on her fieldwork in Papua New Guinea, Strathern 
had already recognized that relations should not be 
conceived as existing between persons, but could be 
taken as models for complex phenomena involving 
persons and things. Strathern had no problem with the 
idea of non-human actors that had been so problematic 
for some sociological readers of actor-network theory, 
although she differed from Latour about how one 
might rethink the question of scale and the problem of 
where networks ‘are chopped off’ through ownership.19

Here I do not want to dwell on Strathern’s work in 
detail, but note one connection between Strathern and 
actor-network theory. For Strathern, and more gener-
ally in British social anthropology, fieldwork can never 
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be conceived of as the application of social theory: 
the idea of social theory as a kind of metadiscipline, 
which cuts across the differences between the social 
sciences, is a mistake. In this sense, Strathern’s work 
is rooted in anthropological fieldwork, and is always in 
dialogue with the anthropological tradition. But at the 
same time, Strathern’s approach has been continually 
inventive, drawing in and reworking sources – includ-
ing actor-network theory – from outside of social 
anthropology. The practice of theorizing is not exterior 
to or prior to ethnography, but should be understood 
as an integral part of ethnographic practice. Indeed 
one of the challenges of reading Strathern’s work is 
the way in which she weaves between ethnographic 
observations, comments on the social relations of the 
University, including such matters as research assess-
ment and departmental management, and apparently 
theoretical claims.20 From this angle of vision, the idea 
of a hierarchical relation between social theoretical and 
empirical work and between studies of particular cases 
and wider contexts was problematic.

So it is within social anthropology that the network 
initially found its disciplinary home in Britain. Con-

temporary anthropologists are used to the idea that 
theoretical invention comes through empirical engage-
ment. The challenge that fieldwork poses for theory 
often emerges out of an attention to detail, which 
doesn’t mean any detail is relevant. Fieldwork always 
generates an excess of research materials. Moreover, 
anthropologists have had little difficulty with the 
idea that it is necessary to interrogate the distinction 
between persons and things. Some of the same con-
siderations apply to geography, for geographers have 
also become increasingly concerned with the problem 
of the relations between the natural and social sciences, 
as well as rethinking the question of the significance 
of the particular case, as situation or event. 

Physical sociology

In a lecture given as part of a series organized by 
the British Journal of Sociology to mark the new 
millennium Latour called for the formation of a physi-
cal sociology. This problem for sociology was not, 
as Anderson saw it, a lack of theory per se, but an 
on-going dialogue with the physical sciences and an 
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interest in the ‘physical’. As Latour noted, this already 
existed within anthropology and geography: ‘until 
the advent of STS [science and technology studies], 
each social science was confronted by its disciplinary 
boundaries by the issue of what a “thing” is. Only 
sociology had escaped such a fate. There is a physical 
and a human geography and a physical and a social (or 
cultural) anthropology.’21 Actually, physical geography 
and anthropology are not particularly good models 
for the new field of physical sociology, for there is 
not that much dialogue between physical and social 
anthropologists or even between human and physical 
geographers. But one area where there is ongoing 
collaboration between human and physical geography 
is in relation to what might appear to be applied areas 
of environmental research, related to such matters as 
climate change and conservation. And indeed some 
of the most inventive work in geography has been 
in relation to the study of environmental policy and 
environmental politics.

However, in French thought the possibility of a 
physical sociology had already been raised in the 
1890s.22 In Suicide Durkheim had sought to demon-
strate, against Tarde, that neither the study of psychol-
ogy nor physical geography were at all relevant to 
the sociological project. For Durkheim the social was 
devoid of both mental and material elements. The 
possibility of a transdisciplinary form of social thought 
was precluded from the very beginning. Tarde, by 
contrast, had insisted on the possibility of a sociology 
of animals, cells and atoms as well as persons.23 Part of 
the importance of actor-network theory in the British 
context has been to reopen the question of how to bring 
the study of materials into the social sciences.

In Britain, French social thought has all too often 
been understood simply as theory. Indeed, the view 
that French thought is of interest primarily because 
of its theoretical orientation has led to an industry of 
secondary commentary. But the purification of social 
theory cuts theory off both from the diverse traditions 
of thought that have informed it and from the empirical 
and experimental research which has been essential 
for its continuing vitality. Actor-network theory has 
played a part in something of a revitalization of 
empirical social research in Britain, and formed part 
of the basis for a rethinking of the empiricist tradi-
tion.24 Anderson was wrong to say that Britain lacked 
an indigenous tradition of social thought. There were 
several such traditions, but their renewal was to be 
achieved not by the purification of social theory, but 
through a process which perhaps can best be described 
as transdisciplinary.
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